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Upscale Downhome
Rachel Hollis, blogger and founder of "The Chic Site," delivers a cookbook packed
with delicious and easy comfort food that's sure to wow at both family suppers and
the fanciest dinner parties. Packed with big flavor and simple enough for a
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beginner home cook to master, Upscale Downhome focuses on great-tasting food
and beautiful presentation, served up with a chic twist.

New Favorites for New Cooks
Lucy Silchester keeps receiving this strange appointment card and sweeping its
gold embossed envelope under the rug. Literally. She busies herself with a job she
doesn't like, helping out friends, fixing her car, feeding her cat, and devoting her
time to her family’s dramas. But Lucy is about to find out that this is one
appointment she can’t miss, when Life shows up at her door, in the form of a
sloppy but determined man. Life follows her everywhere – from the office, to the
bar, and to her bedroom – and Lucy learns that some of the choices she has made
and the stories she has told aren’t what they seem. Now her half-truths are about
to be revealed, unless Lucy tells the truth about what really matters to her. The
Time of My Life is another warm, thought-provoking novel from Cecelia Ahern,
internationally bestselling author of P.S. I Love You.

The New Sugar & Spice
2015 James Beard Foundation Book Award Winner for Focus on Health Discover the
delicious science behind healthy cooking! Too often, home cooks with good
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intentions sacrifice flavor and texture in an attempt to make their favorite recipes
healthier. Mad Delicious shows readers how to maximize flavor and texture
through 120 new recipes, witty and funny narrative, insight on the nature of
ingredients, and a fresh, innovative perspective on the science of cooking with
illustrated explanations. The results are mad delicious! Mad Delicious takes the
kitchen science genre to the next level: It's not just about chemistry and
molecules. Schroeder teaches home cooks about the nature of ingredients, how to
maximize texture and flavor with clever cooking techniques (try steaming beefthen soaking it in wine sauce for the most tender steak ever!), smooth moves in
the kitchen for better work flow, and how all the sciences-geography, meteorology,
chemistry, physics, botany, biology, even human sociology and anthropology-can
help home cooks master the science of light cooking. Every recipe is a fun
adventure in the kitchen resulting in mad delicious eats: Learn how to cook pasta
like risotto for a silky sauce and enjoy Toasted Penne with Chicken Sausage. Other
recipes include Lower East Side Brisket, Fish Sticks!, Cocoa-Crusted New York Strip,
Georgia Peanut Fried Chicken, Red Sauce Joint Hero Sandwiches, Spicy Crab Fried
Rice, Tandoori Chicken, and Bourbon Steamed Peaches.

Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat
She was a girl, standing in front of a boy Movie fanatic Scarlett O'Brien dreams of a
life as glamorous and romantic as all the big screen flicks she worships. When a
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chance house-sitting job in iconic Notting Hill comes along, she knows living in one
of her favorite movie settings is an opportunity too good to pass up. Leaving
behind her skeptical friends, family, and fiance, Scarlett heads to London and finds
herself thrust into the lead role of her very own romantic comedy. But can real life
ever be just like the movies? Larger-than-life new friends, a handsome but irksome
new neighbor, and a mystery from her past may prove to Scarlett that living her
life like a RomCom is more complicated than she thought! "Sparkly, fun, and
endearing."—Kate Fforde "This romantic comedy is the perfect way to pass a
winter afternoon should Johnny Depp be unavailable."—Daily Record

One Last Thing Before I Go
Can you ever really know if love is true? And if it is, should you stop at anything to
get it? Two decades ago, Erin Edwards was sure she'd already found the love of her
life: Nate Lawson. Her first love. The one with whom she shared
everything--dreams of the future, of children, plans for forever. The one she
thought she would spend the rest of her life with. Until one terrible night when Erin
made a mistake Nate could not forgive and left her to mourn the relationship she
could never forget or get over. Today, Erin is contentedly involved with a
phenomenal guy, maneuvering a successful and exciting career, and raising a
great daughter all on her own. So why would the name "Nate Lawson" be the first
thing to enter her mind when her boyfriend asks her to marry him? In the wake of
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the proposal, Erin finds herself coming unraveled over the past, and the love she
never forgot. The more she tries to ignore it and move on, the more it haunts her.
Always Something There to Remind Me is a story that will resonate with any
woman who has ever thought of that one first love and wondered, "Where is he?"
and "What if?" Filled with Beth Harbison's trademark nostalgia humor and heart, it
will transport you, and inspire you to believe in the power of first love.

If I Could Turn Back Time
From the author of the beloved bestseller Shoe Addicts Anonymous comes a
heartwarming twist on a classic tale filled with holiday cheer. Noelle is not a fan of
the holidays and to make matters worse, she is at a crossroads in her life when it
seems that love and adventure are no longer possible. When she stays late at her
job in a department store on a snowy Christmas Eve she accidentally gets locked in
after closing. She isn’t too concerned about the prospect of spending the night in
the storeuntil a woman appears out of nowhere and tells Noelle that she’s her
guardian angel. Soon Noelle finds herself camped out in the shoe department
facing several “ghosts” of Christmases past, present, and futureall while
surrounded by Manolo Blahniks, Jimmy Choos, Chanel slippers, and Prada riding
boots. Will visiting the holidays of yesterday and tomorrow help Noelle see the true
spirit of Christmas? And will the love she has longed for all her life be the best
surprise gift of all?
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Is Butter a Carb?
Meet Prinny, Chelsea and Diana. Prinny is the owner of Cosmos, a shop that sells
crystals, potions, candles, and hope. It’s also a place where no one turns down a
little extra-special cocktail that can work as a romance potion or heal a broken
heart. But Prinny is in love with her married lawyer and she’ll need nothing short of
magic to forget about him. Chelsea works as a living statue at tourist sites around
Washington, DC. It's a thankless job, but it helps pay the rent. That, and her parttime job at Cosmos. As her dream of becoming a successful actress starts to seem
more remote and the possibility of being a permanently struggling one seems
more realistic, Chelsea begins to wonder: at one point do you give up on your
dreams? And will love ever be in the cards for her? Diana Tiesman is married to
Leif, a charismatic man who isn’t faithful. But no matter how many times he lets
her down, Diana just can't let him go. She knows the only way she can truly
breakaway is if she leaves and goes where he will never think to follow. So she
ends up at Cosmos with Leif’s stepsister, where she makes her homemade teas
and tinctures as she figures out whether she'd rather be lonely alone than lonely in
love. In Beth Harbinson's One Less Problem Without You, three women suddenly
find themselves together at their own very different crossroads. It will take hope,
love, strength and a little bit of magic for them to find their way together.
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Sugar Butter Flour Love : a Novella
Seduced by the government's offer of 320 acres per homesteader, Americans and
Europeans rushed to Montana and the Dakotas to fulfill their own American dream
in the first decade of this century. Raban's stunning evocation of the harrowing,
desperate reality behind the homesteader's dream strips away the myth--while
preserving the romance--that has shrouded our understanding of our own
heartland.

The Time of My Life
There are two things on Earth that Isobel Knight loves above all else--her Gamma
Betty and their family bakery, Whisk. When an opportunity presents itself to place
Whisk in the national spotlight as well as take home a nice chunk of cash, Isobel is
in it to win it!Travis Coleman is a former professional football player with way too
much time on his hands now that he's been made to retire after injury. Approached
with the opportunity to pair up with a hometown baker and compete for the chance
to win a hefty donation for his foundation, he's almost all in. But there's one little
problemTravis and Isobel have had friction between them going back to their high
school days, but can they set their animosity aside and keep their eyes on the
prize? Or will pride keep them from walking away victorious?
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The Simple Art of Perfect Baking
Blood, Bones & Butter follows the chef Gabrielle Hamilton's extraordinary journey
through the places she has inhabited over the years: the rural kitchen of her
childhood, where her adored mother stood over the six-burner with wooden spoon
in hand; the kitchens of France, Greece, and Turkey, where she was often fed by
complete strangers and learned the essence of hospitality; and the kitchen of her
beloved Italian mother-in-law, who serves as the link between Hamilton's idyllic
past and her own future family. Unflinchingly honest, moving, beautifully crafted
and funny, this is a rollicking, passionate story of food, purpose and family.

When in Doubt, Add Butter
Struggling with his ex-wife's imminent marriage to a nice guy and his Princetonbound daughter's unplanned pregnancy, a bewildered Silver tackles difficult family
dynamics and refuses to undergo a life-saving operation. By the author of the bestselling This Is Where I Leave You. Reprint.

Buttertea at Sunrise
Mind-Blowing Cookies for Every Craving Up your cookie game to out-of-this-world
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incredible with DisplacedHousewife founder Rebecca Firth’s amazing, all-new
gourmet recipes. Whether you’re looking for a cookie that can be mixed and baked
in under an hour or something a little more complex, these desserts will dazzle
your taste buds like never before. Choose from over 75 indulgent recipes,
including: • Everything Chocolate Chip Cookies • Red Velvet Madeleines • Stuffed
Pretzel Caramel Skillet Cookie • A Sugar Cookie for Every Occasion • Lemony
White Chocolate Truffles • Peanut Butter Cup Meringues • The Holy Sh*t S’more
Cookie • Ooey Gooey Fudgy Brownies • Cold Brew Cookies • Gavin’s Salted
Caramel Blondies With insider tips and tricks to creating the best baked goods
around, you’ll be rocking the bake sale, delighting your coworkers and impressing
your in-laws in no time. Cookie connoisseurs, rejoice!

The Life and Times of the Thunderbolt Kid
Told with Beth Harbison's wit and warmth, If I Could Turn Back Time is the fantasy
of every woman who has ever thought, "If I could go back in time, knowing what I
know now, I'd do things so differently" Thirty-seven year old Ramie Phillips has led
a very successful life. She made her fortune and now she hob nobs with the very
rich and occasionally the semi-famous, and she enjoys luxuries she only dreamed
of as a middle-class kid growing up in Potomac, Maryland. But despite it all, she
can't ignore the fact that she isn't necessarily happy. In fact, lately Ramie has
begun to feel more than a little empty. On a boat with friends off the Florida coast,
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she tries to fight her feelings of discontent with steel will and hard liquor. No one
even notices as she gets up and goes to the diving board and dives off Suddenly
Ramie is waking up, straining to understand a voice calling in the distanceIt's her
mother: "Wake up! You're going to be late for school again. I'm not writing a note
this time" Ramie finds herself back on the eve of her eighteenth birthday, with a
second chance to see the people she's lost and change the choices she regrets.
How did she get back here? Has she gone off the deep end? Is she really back in
time? Above all, she'll have to answer the question that no one else can: What it is
that she really wants from the past, and for her future?

Every Time You Go Away
Whether you've never picked up a knife or you're an accomplished chef, there are
only four basic factors that determine how good your food will taste. Salt, Fat, Acid,
and Heat are the four cardinal directions of cooking, and they will guide you as you
choose which ingredients to use and how to cook them, and they will tell you why
last minute adjustments will ensure that food tastes exactly as it should. This book
will change the way you think about cooking and eating, and help you find your
bearings in any kitchen, with any ingredients, while cooking any meal. --

Bad Land
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A riveting debut that combines the relentless immediacy of Thirteen Reasons Why
with the can't-look-away drama of TV shows like Biggest Loser. A lonely obese boy
everyone calls "Butter" is about to make history. He is going to eat himself to
death-live on the Internet-and everyone is invited to watch. When he first makes
the announcement online to his classmates, Butter expects pity, insults, and
possibly sheer indifference. What he gets are morbid cheerleaders rallying around
his deadly plan. Yet as their dark encouragement grows, it begins to feel a lot like
popularity. And that feels good. But what happens when Butter reaches his suicide
deadline? Can he live with the fallout if he doesn't go through with his plans? With
a deft hand, Erin Jade Lange allows readers to identify with both the bullies and the
bullied in this all-consuming look at one teen's battle with himself. Acclaim for
Butter An ABC New Voices Pick Abraham Lincoln Masterlist Nevada Young Readers
Award nominee Iowa High School Book Award nominee Sakura Medal winner
Waterstones Children's Book Prize nominee South Carolina Young Adult Book
Award nominee Blue Hen Book Award nominee TAYSHAS List Teens' Top Ten Pick

From Notting Hill with LoveActually
2016 James Beard Award nominee Raise your desserts to a whole new level of
flavor with The New Sugar & Spice, a collection of more than eighty unique,
unexpected, and uniformly delicious recipes for spice-centric sweets. Veteran
baker Samantha Seneviratne’s recipes will open your eyes to a world of baking
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possibilities: Her spicy, pepper-flecked Chile-Chocolate Truffles prove that heat and
sweet really do go hand-in-hand, and a fresh batch of aromatic, cinnamon-laced
Maple Sticky Buns will have the whole family racing into the kitchen. Discover new
recipes from around the globe, such as Sri Lankan Love Cake or Swedish-inspired
Saffron Currant Braid. Or, give your classic standbys a bold upgrade, such as
making Raspberry Shortcakes with zingy Double Ginger Biscuits. Filled with
fascinating histories, origin stories, and innovative uses for the world’s most
enticing spices—including vanilla, cinnamon, peppercorns, and cardamom —The
New Sugar & Spice guarantees that dessert will be the most talked-about part of
your meal. From the Hardcover edition.

Cooking for Geeks
In an attempt to rediscover joy in her life, Colleen Bradley takes an antiquing road
trip down the East Coast with her old friend Bitty and teenager Tamara, where the
three women learn about true friendship.

Driving with the Top Down
One of Food52's Best Cookbooks of Fall 2019 One of Epicurious' 12 Best Gift Ideas
for the Vegetarian in Your Life “Umami Bomb is your go-to guide for infusing every
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meal with deliciousness.Thanks to Raquel’s clever ideas and the abundant flavor in
her smart, streamlined recipes, this book is set to become a kitchen classic.”
—Lindsay Maitland Hunt, author of Healthyish and Help Yourself Ingeniously built
around the use of eight umami-rich ingredients—aged cheese, tomatoes,
mushrooms, soy sauce, miso, caramelized onions, smoke, and nutritional
yeast—Umami Bomb's 75 recipes are bursting with the sublime, savory fifth
taste—and they're vegetarian! Turn mushrooms into “lardons” for a bold take on
Southern black-eyed peas and greens. Caramelize onions to use in the best grilled
cheese ever. Add a secret spoonful of soy sauce to the frosting of your next
chocolate cake—the soy taste disappears but leaves behind an unexpected depth
of flavor. Part of the brilliance of Umami Bomb is how the recipes layer these key
ingredients to amplify their effect—like adding miso to an already cheesy cacio e
pepe sauce for pasta so savory and delicious you’ll do a double take. Umami Bomb
"addresses the “depth” issue for vegetarian cooks with a love letter to umami
[Pelzel's] insanely next-level grilled cheese recipe deploys two umami bombs —
miso and caramelized onions — and, dare I say, is as satisfyingly decadent as a
burger." —Jenny Rosenstrach, A Cup of Jo

Blood, Bones, & Butter
From the New York Times bestselling author of Shoe Addicts Anonymous and
Always Something There to Remind Me comes a delicious new novel about the
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search for true love and all the ingredients that go into it. As far as Gemma is
concerned, her days of dating are over. In fact, it's her job to cater other peoples'
dates, and that's just fine by her. At thirty-seven, she has her own business,
working as a private chef, and her life feels full and secure. She's got six steady
clients that keep her hands full. There's Lex, the fussy but fabulous department
store owner who loves Oysters Rockefeller and 1950s comfort food; Willa, who
needs to lose weight under doctor's orders but still believes butter makes
everything better; a colorful family who may or may not be part of the Russian
mob; an überwealthy Georgetown family; the picture-perfect Van Houghtens,
whose matriarch is "allergic to everything"; and finally, a man she calls "Mr.
Tuesday," whom she has never met but who she is strangely drawn to. For
Gemma, cooking is predictable. Recipes are certain. Use good ingredients, follow
the directions, and you are assured success. Life, on the other hand, is full of
variables. So when Gemma's takes an unexpected turn on a road she always
thought was straight and narrow, she must face her past and move on in ways she
never would have imagined. Because sometimes in life, all you need is a little
hope, a lot of courage, and---oh yes---butter.

Cover the Butter
Running away with her fiancâe's brother after he convinces her that her future
husband has been unfaithful, Ashley Barton takes a job at a bridal shop when the
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ensuing relationship also fails, a situation that leads to an explosive confrontation
seventeen years later.

A Shoe Addict's Christmas
130 easy-to-make meals for every night of the week, from the host of FOX’s My
Kitchen Rules Celebrity chef Curtis Stone knows life can get busy. But as a dad, he
also believes that sitting down to a home-cooked meal with family and friends is
one of life’s greatest gifts. In his fifth cookbook, he offers both novice cooks and
seasoned chefs mouthwatering recipes that don’t rely on fancy, hard-to-find
ingredients and special equipment. And he breaks them down into seven simple
categories: • Motivating Mondays: Healthy meals that start the week off
right—Fennel-Roasted Chicken and Winter Squash with Endive-Apple Salad; Grilled
Shrimp and Rice Noodle Salad • Time-Saving Tuesdays: Quick and easy recipes for
simple meals—Steak and Green Bean Stir-Fry with Ginger and Garlic; Grilled Pork
Chops and Vegetable Gratin with Caper-Parsley Vinaigrette • One-Pot Wednesdays:
Flavorful dishes with minimal cleanup—Chicken and Chorizo Paella; Rosemary SaltCrusted Pork Loin with Roasted Shallots, Potatoes, Carrots, and Parsnips • Thrifty
Thursdays: Yummy meals on a budget—Sliders with Red Onion Marmalade and
Blue Cheese; Roasted Cauliflower, Broccoli, and Pasta Bake with Cheddar • FiveIngredient Fridays: Fun, fast recipes to kick off the weekend—Grilled Harissa Lamb
Rack with Summer Succotash; Seared Scallops and Peas with Bacon and Mint •
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Dinner Party Saturdays: Extraordinary dishes to share with friends and
family—Asian Crab Cakes with Mango Chutney; Mushroom Ragout on Creamy Grits
• Family Supper Sundays: Comforting, slow-simmering food for relaxing around the
table—Southern Fried Chicken; Barbecued Spareribs with Apple-Bourbon Barbecue
Sauce And don’t forget sweet treats such as Peach and Almond Cobbler and Olive
Oil Cake with Strawberry-Rhubarb Compote. Loaded with enticing photos, What’s
for Dinner? will inspire you and bring confidence to your kitchen and happiness to
your table. Praise for What’s for Dinner? “Designed to help make meal time easy,
fun and tasty despite everyone’s hectic schedules.”—People “Full of simple recipes
for every busy night of the week.”—The Kansas City Star “Stone delivers simple
recipes, many of which can be made (start to finish) in less than 40 minutes.”—The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution “What could be better than having a new arsenal of
Stone's recipes at your fingertips? . . . Charming for both his accent and kitchen
knowledge, this man is as down to earth as they come.”—Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel “Curtis Stone gets it. . . . Family favorites, fresh ingredients, and simple
prep—all of which is on display on every page of his beautiful book.”—Jenny
Rosenstrach, author of Dinner: A Love Story “A visionary and entrepreneur, he
hopes to inspire individuals to ditch the drive-thru and start firing up their ovens at
home. . . . A day-to-day guide packed with easy, mouthwatering recipes for every
night of the week.”—Spry Living “The book features a ton of delicious recipes
organized by a different theme for every day of the week.”—D Magazine
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The Cookbook Club
“What good can the past do the living? What harm?” Growing up in their family’s
ancestral home in Wales, Jonathan Anthony and his little sister, Theo, are
inseparable. Together they explore the wild acres of Evendon, inventing magical
worlds and buttressing each other against the loneliness of life with their alcoholic
mother, Alicia, and a shifting cast of gossiping cooks and maids. When a family
tragedy brings their glamorous grandmother, Eve, home from America, Jonathan
and Theo are initially elated by the attention she lavishes on them. But soon it
becomes clear that there is more to the Anthony family history than either Eve or
Alicia will acknowledge, trapping Jonathan and Theo in a web of dark secrets that
have haunted Evendon for generations. Written in luminous prose, with richly
endearing characters and a profound appreciation for the rustic beauty of the
Welsh countryside, The Other Half of Me is a darkly wise coming-of-age novel and a
masterful portrait of a family and the burdens of the past.

Umami Bomb
The chef of New York's East Village Prune restaurant presents an account of her
search for meaning and purpose in the central rural New Jersey home of her youth,
marked by a first chicken kill, an international backpacking tour, and the opening
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of a first restaurant.

When in Doubt, Add Butter
From one of the most beloved and bestselling authors in the English language, a
vivid, nostalgic and utterly hilarious memoir of growing up in the middle of the
United States in the middle of the last century. A book that delivers on the promise
that it is “laugh-out-loud funny.” Some say that the first hints that Bill Bryson was
not of Planet Earth came from his discovery, at the age of six, of a woollen jersey
of rare fineness. Across the moth-holed chest was a golden thunderbolt. It may
have looked like an old college football sweater, but young Bryson knew better. It
was obviously the Sacred Jersey of Zap, and proved that he had been placed with
this innocuous family in the middle of America to fly, become invisible, shoot guns
out of people’s hands from a distance, and wear his underpants over his jeans in
the manner of Superman. Bill Bryson’s first travel book opened with the immortal
line, “I come from Des Moines. Somebody had to.” In this hilarious new memoir, he
travels back to explore the kid he once was and the weird and wonderful world of
1950s America. He modestly claims that this is a book about not very much: about
being small and getting much larger slowly. But for the rest of us, it is a laugh-outloud book that will speak volumes – especially to anyone who has ever been
young.
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Skinny Bitch in Love
The year is 1965, and Kate Cadogan has just got her first bra and corset. It's a
watershed moment, even if she hates the way the girdle chafes the tops of her
thighs, and even though what she really wanted was a polka-dot shift dress with a
cool Peter Pan collar. Undaunted, Kate jumps headfirst into the thrills and
heartaches of her teenage years, albeit under the watchful eye of her mother,
Biddy, a woman so repressed and controlling she gives new meaning to the word
'matriarch'. From her first crush, local bad boy Barry Finch, through to her
scandalous period of 'living in sin' during her years at teacher training college,
right up to her passionless marriage to Rodney, Kate seems to have a talent for
picking the wrong men. Ultimately seeking Biddy's approval in everything she
does, Kate finds the parameters of her life shrinking before her eyes, and feels
powerless to stop it. Fortunately, her lifelong friends, Moira and Ingrid, are on
hand, giving her more support than a foundation garment ever could, helping her
to realise that she can create a life for herself, and that starting over has no age
limit.

Blood, Bones & Butter
Loreen struggles to recover from her ill-advised hire of a Las Vegas male
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prostitute, while minister's wife Abbey hides the truth about how she is being
blackmailed for her secret past, and Tiffany finds herself in crippling debt after an
impulsive shopping spree. 100,000 first printing.

Butter
In New York Times bestselling author Beth Harbison's most emotional novel ever, a
fractured family must come together at a beach house haunted by the past. Willa
has never fully recovered from the sudden death of her husband, Ben. She became
an absent mother to her young son, Jamie, unable to comfort him while reeling
from her own grief. Now, years after Ben’s death, Willa finally decides to return to
the beach house where he passed. It’s time to move on and put the Ocean City,
Maryland house on the market. When Willa arrives, the house is in worse shape
than she could have imagined, and the memories of her time with Ben are
overwhelming. They met at this house and she sees him around every corner.
Literally. Ben’s ghost keeps reappearing, trying to start conversations with Willa.
And she can’t help talking back. To protect her sanity, Willa enlists Jamie, her best
friend Kristin, and Kristin’s daughter Kelsey to join her for one last summer at the
beach. As they explore their old haunts, buried feelings come to the surface, Jamie
and Kelsey rekindle their childhood friendship, and Willa searches for the chance to
finally say goodbye to her husband and to reconnect with her son. Every Time You
Go Away is a heartfelt, emotional story about healing a tragic loss, letting go, and
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coming together as a family.

One Less Problem Without You
"[This] illustrated cookbook provides 50 kid-tested recipes that engage children's
natural inclination for adventure and use fresh, seasonal ideas for breakfast, lunch,
snacks, and sweets to teach basic cooking skills"--Amazon.com.

Chose the Wrong Guy, Gave Him the Wrong Finger
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded cook
in mind, providing the science behind cooking, the physiology of taste, and the
techniques of molecular gastronomy.

Butterface (A Hot Romantic Comedy)
Set against the dramatic scenery of the Himalaya, this beguiling memoir reveals
hardships and happiness in a land almost untouched by the West.

Hope in a Jar
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Helene Zaharis's politician husband keeps her on a tight leash and cancels her
credit cards as a way of controlling her. Lorna Rafferty is up to her eyeballs in debt
and can't stop her addiction to Ebay. Sandra Vanderslice, battling agoraphobia,
pays her shoe bills by working as a phone sex operator. And Jocelyn Bowen is a
nanny for the family from hell (who barely knows a sole from a heel but who will do
anything to get out of the house). On Tuesday nights, these women meet to trade
shoes, and, in the process, form friendships that will help them each triumph over
their problems—from secret pasts to blackmail, bankrupcy, and dating. Funny,
emotional, and powerful, Shoe Addicts Anonymous is the perfect read for any
woman who has ever struggled to find the perfect fit.

Can I Get An Amen?
Dedicating herself to her culinary patrons, private chef Gemma Craig goes home
every night to boxed cereals until an unexpected event compels a confrontation
with the past and an unexpected romance.

The Other Half of Me
When the last thing you want is the one thing you need, you've got to have a little
faith. Growing up, Ellen Carlisle was a Christian: She went to Jesus camp, downed
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stale Nilla Wafers at Sunday school, and never, ever played with Ouija boards.
Now, years later, when infertility prevents her from giving her ambitious attorney
husband a family, she finds herself on the brink of divorce, unemployed, and living
with her right-wing, born-again Christian parents in her suburban New Jersey
hometown. There the schools are private, the past is public, and blessings come in
lump sums. Then Ellen meets a man to whom she believes she can open her heart,
and she begins to think that maybe it’s true that everything happens for a
reason—until all that was going well starts going very badly and Ellen is finally
forced to dig deep to find her own brand of faith.

The Cookie Book
The award-winning author of Sweet Miniatures offers an organized, methodical
approach to baking that features some two hundred tested dessert recipes--for
cakes, tortes, tarts, pies, pastries, and more, along with step-by-step instructions
for a variety of useful cooking and decorating techniques. 12,500 first printing.

Shoe Addicts Anonymous
From New York Times bestselling author of Shoe Addicts Anonymous and Always
Something There to Remind Me Beth Harbison comes When In Doubt, Add Butter, a
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scrumptious new novel about food and love, and the longings of the heart As far as
Gemma is concerned, her days of dating are over. In fact, it's her job to cater other
peoples' dates, and that's just fine by her. At thirty-seven, she has her own
business, working as a private chef, and her life feels full and secure. She's got six
steady clients that keep her hands full. There's Lex, the fussy but fabulous
department store owner who loves Oysters Rockefeller and retro party food; Willa,
who needs to lose weight under doctor's orders but still believes butter makes
everything better; a colorful family who may or may not be part of the Russian
mob; an überwealthy Georgetown family; the picture-perfect Van Houghtens,
whose matriarch is "allergic to everything"; and finally, a man she calls "Mr.
Tuesday," whom she has never met but to whom she feels a magnetic attraction,
in part, due to his taste for full-on comfort food. For Gemma, cooking is
predictable. Recipes are certain. Use good ingredients, follow the directions, and
you are assured success. Life, on the other hand, is full of variables. So when
Gemma's takes an unexpected turn on a road she always thought was straight and
narrow, she must face her past and move on in ways she never would have
imagined. Because sometimes in life, all you need is a little hope, a lot of courage,
and---oh yes---butter.

Secrets of a Shoe Addict
From the coauthor of the phenomenal #1 "New York Times" bestselling "Skinny
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Bitch" series--a clever novel "starring a sassy heroine" ("Kirkus Reviews"), a vegan
chef struggling to make healthy choices both in and out of the kitchen. Clementine
Cooper is a born vegan, com-mitted in every way to the healthy lifestyle she was
raised with on her father's organic farm. But how bad could a little butter be? Bad
enough to get the ambitious and talented sous chef fired when an influential food
critic discovers dairy in Clem's butternut squash ravioli with garlic sage sauce.
Though she was sabotaged by a backstab-bing coworker, Clem finds herself
unceremo-niously blackballed from every vegan kitchen in L.A. Like any chef worth
her salt, however, Clem knows how to turn lemons into delicious, cruelty-free
lemonade cupcakes. She launches the Skinny Bitch Cooking School in hopes of
soon opening her own cafe in an empty space near her apartment.

Always Something There to Remind Me
It’s true. I’m not what most people would call “pretty” and, well, high school was
rough. Fast forward ten years and life is good Until a bunch of jerks think it’s
hilarious to put the “butterface” (AKA me) on a wedding Kiss Cam with the hottest
guy ever—and that old humiliation hits hard. I recognize him immediately. The
sexiest cop in Waterbury and totally out of my league. But then he kisses me. And
we totally forget the room, the crowd, everything. Then he tells everyone we’ve
been dating for months. Soon everything starts to feel too real, from adorable
fights over “necessary” tools to fix my broken porch to surviving a free-for-all
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dinner with his six siblings to picking up where our last kiss left off. But there’s
something he’s not telling me about why he’s really hanging around, and I’m
pretty sure it has to do with my mob-connected brothers. Because this is not a
make-over story, and Cinderella is only a fairy tale Each book in the Hartigans
series is STANDALONE: * Butterface * Muffin Top * Tomboy

When in Doubt, Add Butter
The ultimate myth-busting nutrition bible. Registered dietitians Rosie Saunt and
Helen West are the founders of The Rooted Project, set up to translate the latest
research direct to your plate, and make evidence-based nutrition accessible and
engaging. In this book, they explore everything from the danger of anecdotal
evidence and unsubstantiated 'facts' about food to the real science behind the
nutrients we consume every day. They explain why there's nothing to be feared
from fat or carbs, or - for the vast majority of us - the much-maligned gluten, as
well as probing the murky depths of the diet industry to explore the latest links
between diet culture and weight stigma. They take a deep-dive into gut health,
look at the emerging science of the connection between food and mood and
examine differences between allergies and intolerances. This book is both a
reference guide and a narrative to relish: it debunks the myths that dominate the
food and wellness industry and offers the right tools and knowledge to allow
readers to take control of their own health. Evidence-based, body positive and
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practical, Is Butter a Carb? is the modern must-have nutrition book for everybody
interested in food, health and pop science.

COOKING LIGHT Mad Delicious
New York Times bestselling author Beth Harbison whips together a witty and
charming--and delicious--story about the secrets we keep, the friends we make,
and the food we cook. MUST LOVE BUTTER: The Cookbook Club is now open to
members. Foodies come join us! No diets! No skipping dessert! Margo Everson
sees the call out for the cookbook club and knows she’s found her people. Recently
dumped by her self-absorbed husband, who frankly isn’t much of a loss, she has
little to show for her marriage but his ‘parting gift’—a dilapidated old farm
house—and a collection of well-loved cookbooks Aja Alexander just hopes her newfound friends won’t notice that that every time she looks at food, she gets queasy.
It’s hard hiding a pregnancy, especially one she can’t bring herself to share with
her wealthy boyfriend and his snooty mother. Trista Walker left the cutthroat world
of the law behind and decided her fate was to open a restaurant…not the most
secure choice ever. But there she could she indulge her passion for creating
delectable meals and make money at the same time. The women bond
immediately, but it’s not all popovers with melted brie and blackberry jam. Margo’s
farm house is about to fall down around her ears; Trista’s restaurant needs a
makeover and rat-removal fast; and as for Aja, just how long can you hide a baby
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bump anyway? In this delightful novel, these women form bonds that go beyond a
love grilled garlic and soy sauce shrimp. Because what is more important in life
than friendship…and food?

What's for Dinner?
Twenty years ago, Allie Denty was the pretty one and her best friend Olivia Pelham
was the smart one. Throughout high school, they were inseparableuntil a vicious
rumor about Olivia— a rumor too close to the truth—ended their friendship. Now,
on the eve of their twentieth high school reunion, Allie, a temp worker, finds herself
suddenly single, a little chubby, and feeling old. Olivia, a cool and successful
magazine beauty editor in New York, realizes she's lonely, and is finally ready to
face her demons. Sometimes hope lives in the future; sometimes it comes from the
past; and sometimes, when every stupid thing goes wrong, it comes from a prettily
packaged jar filled with scented cream and promises. Beth Harbison has done it
again. A hilarious and touching novel about friendship, Love's Baby Soft perfume,
Watermelon Lip Smackers, bad run-ins with Sun-In, and the healing power of "Gee
Your Hair Smells Terrific." Hope in a Jar: we all need it.
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